Welcome to the
Bad Mergentheim spa gardens

Relax. Enjoy. Regenerate.
In one of Germany’s most
beautiful parks.
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The Wilhelmsbau
on the northern spa
garden entrance is the
spa’s administrative
office. Here you will
also find the spa guest
information.
Meditate and relax
while taking in the
green surroundings:

Welcome to the Bad Mergentheim spa gardens,
an oasis of rest and relaxation. You will discover the full
beauty of nature as well as your very favourite spot on
approximately 170,000 square metres of space. Whether
in the shade of a tree or on a walk along the beds of
flowers, the spa gardens make it easy to unwind and
recharge.
Recuperation and culture fit together perfectly, as is
shown by the abundant diversity of events that get their
special charm from the unique setting of the spa gardens.

from the Octogon beside the Wilhelmsbau.
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Find a new lease in life – in one of the most beautiful
parks in Germany.
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Take a deep breath in
the spa gardens

Feast for the eyes
The extensive spa gardens
with their variety of native
and exotic trees provide the
perfect setting for attractive
sculptures.
Atmospheric: spa gardens
dressed in winter white
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Spa guests’ house
Here you will find our movement
therapists who will show you
relaxation exercises in the gym, or
you can let our dieticians give you
nutritional advice. The spa advisor is
happy to assist you in all health
matters relating to your stay.

Refreshing and healthy:

A popular meeting place and an ideal starting point for a
walk in the spa: the square in front of the spa guests’
house, with its impressive fountain. Nearby you will find
the stimulating Kneipp pool, the medicinal and aromatic
herb garden and the sound garden that promises total
relaxation with its comfortable sun loungers and medita
tive sounds.

a walk through the Kneipp pool
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Cultural meeting place
for young and old alike

Place for special moments:
the Wandelhalle concert hall
The spa gardens’ centrepiece and cultural meeting point is
the finely decorated Wandelhalle – atmospheric setting for
concerts and guest appearances by ensembles and soloists
from around the world. It is also home to the spa and
salon orchestra Hungarica, which enriches Bad Mergent
heim’s music scene with its musical diversity.

Adjoining the Wandelhalle towards the spa guests’ house
is the spa colonnade. There you will find small but fine
shops just waiting to be explored.

Built in 1935, the Wandelhalle can seat up to 660 visitors
and ensures you hours of hearing enjoyment thanks to its
excellent acoustics.
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Elegant and modern: the spa house
Modern comfort, plenty of natural light and an atmos
pheric ambience characterise the spa house premises.
Ideally suited for a large variety of events, meetings and
conferences.

Relaxing days:
in the spa gardens
foyer with terrace

Constructed in Bauhaus style in 1926, the building was
elaborately rebuilt for multifunctional use in 2009:
whether theatre event, musical or opera performance –
the stage of the Great Kursaal entertainment hall is an
excellent setting for ideally entertaining up to 500 visitors.
But even the Small Kursaal, the spa gardens foyer and its
accompanying terrace offer a very special atmosphere with
their outlook over the lovely spa gardens.
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Elegant: the Great Kursaal
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Experience for your eyes and
ears – the trick fountains
in the spa gardens
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Enjoying life’s
		 sweet side

When you need a little snack: Café Amadeus
What could be more enjoyable than a leisurely stroll in the
spa gardens? Should you get the urge to enjoy a cup of
coffee, a cold drink or a delicious snack, Café Amadeus
offers a wide range of delicacies – even for diabetics.
While you’re at it, you can enjoy a beautiful view of the
spa gardens from the top floor of the café or enjoy the
sunny side of life on the spacious outdoor terrace.
Taking a break from
everyday life: the
gently burbling
Rosenbach stream
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The terrace of Café Amadeus offers you also a perfect view
of the neighbouring music pavilion and lets you kick back in
comfort and enjoy the musical performances of the spa and
salon orchestra Hungarica during the summer months.
Every Friday and Saturday in the summer you can take to
the dance floor under the open sky and with live music.

Trick fountains
Monday to Friday
3:15pm | 5:15pm | 6:15pm |
7:15pm | 10pm
Saturdays, Sundays and public holidays
10:15am | 12:15pm | 3:15pm |
5:15pm | 6:15pm | 7:15pm | 10pm
(April to November, depending on
weather conditions)

Café Amadeus also offers you the front row seating for the
impressive trick fountains. From April to November the
fountains dance to the music of André Rieu, Rondo Vene
ziano, the London Symphony Orchestra, John Miles, Franz
Lambert, Vangelis, Queen, Adya/Munich Symphonic Sound
Orchestra, among others – the evening hours even include a
variety of lighting effects.
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Magical: Advent season
in the spa gardens

Atmospheric candlelight and colourful market bustle
During the annual spa gardens festival in July, thousands of
colourful candles transform the spa gardens into a colourful
sea of lights. Citizens and guests from near and far then
celebrate together into the small hours of the morning,
accompanied by live music and culinary delicacies. The spa
garden also lends other events, such as the regional
farmer‘s market, the Taubertäler wine village or the
Christmas market a particularly attractive atmosphere.

Full of delights: the farmer‘s
market with local produce
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Shepherd Franz Gehrig –
discoverer of the spring

The healing power of the springs
In October 1826, shepherd Franz Gehrig – thanks to his
thirsty animals – discovered a salty-tasting trickle of water:
today‘s Wilhelm spring. That was the beginning of Mer
gentheim’s inexorable rise from a charming country town
to the internationally renowned spa and modern health
centre it has become today. Its high sodium content helps
the Wilhelm spring cure a lot of troubles associated with
the gastro-intestinal tract.
Its source lies in the exterior spa gardens, directly beside
the Tauber River, and can be identified by the spring
cottage built there.
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Gentle, yet powerful: Bad Mergentheim’s springs
There are a total of three drinking springs and one bathing
spring active in Bad Mergentheim today. In the high,
light-filled drinking temple between the Wandelhalle
concert hall and Café Amadeus, the healthy water bubbles
up from three wells. Also worth seeing are the cottages
for the Wilhelm, Albert and Karl springs.

Soothing and healthy:
fresh healing water in the
drinking temple

The Paul spring, the fourth in the group, is ideal as a
bathing spring. You will feel its positive effect on your skin
and your musculoskeletal system when taking a dip in the
redesigned Solymar thermal bath.

Spring cottage with
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Mediterranean charm: the source of the Karl spring
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The Japanese garden
Small waterfalls, exotic plants and
an arched bridge made of granite
are typical symbols of Asian
calmness and balance. A master
gardener from the Japanese twin
city Fuefuki brought this piece of
Japan to the eastern spa garden in
1996.

Far Eastern harmony
in the spa gardens
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Contemplative display
of time: sundial in the

Sea of fragrances and colours in the rose garden:
immerse yourself

rose garden

Just below the Japanese garden, the rose garden invites
you to linger in its 1,800 square metres. Relax on one of
the comfortable benches or stroll between hybrid tea roses,
English roses, climbing roses and wild perennials. An
enchanting mix of fragrance and colour.
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Breathe in deeply.
Regenerate. Step by step.

When the journey itself is the goal
From the rose garden, the little Rosenbach stream mean
ders towards Café Amadeus. On the way there it passes
through a number of playful, small fountain basins. Follow
the stream and stop by one of the cosy resting spots for
reading, chatting or relaxing.
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Relaxing and meditative:
the labyrinth in the exterior
spa gardens

Feeling nature intensely:
on the barefoot path

Activity and exercise in the spa gardens
Those who prefer active relaxation will find just what they
are looking for in the therapy park, featuring boules, table
tennis, garden chess and other game and sports facilities as
well as the terrain spa trail, gymnastics lawn, the
Müller®Trimm-Dich-Parcours fitness circuit, the labyrinth
and the barefoot path.
If you like to exercise with expert guidance, the “vitality
centre in the spa gardens” welcomes you: state of the art
equipment and expert trainers help you regenerate vitality
in the spa house basement.

Under the banner of the French twin city
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Digne-les-bains: the boules court
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Steeped in traditions: German Order Castle

Evidence of over 950 years history
Bad Mergentheim will impress you even outside of the spa
gardens: the picturesque houses, proud churches and
winding streets of the historic old town – you can get
there by crossing the romantic castle grounds.
The German Order Museum, Old Town Hall, the twin
houses on the market square and the Cathedral, to name
but a few, are also worth exploring. Of course you will
also find numerous cafés, restaurants, hotels and opportu
nities for an extensive stroll in the city centre.

(from above)
Landmark: Milchling statue in
front of the market place
Refreshing: castle grounds idyll

Eye-catcher in German Order Museum:
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sun in the eye of the Berwarttreppe

The Old Town Hall:

stairway

tourist information centre
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A walk through the spa gardens
There is much to see and do in the spa gardens.
Here are the main venues at a glance:
1

Wilhelmsbau

2

Octogon

14 Trick fountains,
music pavilion

3

Meandering stream

15 Karl spring

4

Lapidary

16 Japanese garden

5

17 Rose garden
Spa house, vitality centre
in the spa gardens
18 Albert spring

6

Spa guests’ house

19 Rosenbach stream

7

Kneipp pool and
herbal garden

20 Therapy park /
exterior spa gardens

8

Sound garden

21 Wilhelm spring

9

Spa colonnades

22 Müller®
Trimm-Dich-Parcours
fitness circuit

the spa’s administrative office

(stone collection)

10 Shepherd Gehrig
Memorial
11 Wandelhalle
concert hall
12 Drinking temple
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13 Café Amadeus

23 Labyrinth

The GardenNetwork:
Parks and gardens in German spa towns
As early as the 17th century, spa towns maintained park
facilities as recreational and retreat options for spa guests,
tourists and citizens, reshaping the natural surroundings to
attract visitors, as was also done in Bad Mergentheim.
Together with other recognised spa towns, the GardenNet
work “Parks and gardens in German spa towns” was
established in 2006, under the auspices of the German Spa
Association (Deutschen Heilbäderverbandes e.V.). According
to seven guiding principles, including horticultural diversity
as the seasons change, therapeutic focal points and
accessibility, the general interest for spa garden facilities is
to be sustainably heightened.

24 Barefoot path

www.park-im-kurort.de
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Bad Mergentheim GmbH
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